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Thousands turn out for Wings of Freedom
tour
By Haley Behre

WALL TOWNSHIP — Three World War II airplanes flew into town
this past weekend to bring history to life for the local
community.

For 24 years, The Collings Foundation has presented the Wings
of Freedom Tour, which brings historical aviation to local
communities around the country — including Wall Township.

On Saturday and Sunday, Aug. 24 and 25, the Consolidated B-24 Liberator, a Boeing
B-17 Flying Fortress and a TP-51C Mustang were at the Monmouth Executive Airport on
Route 34 for the event, offering tours of the planes and flights.

Ryan Keough, a volunteer at the Collings Foundation, said the foundation creates a
“living history museum for local communities.”

According to Mr. Keough, unlike recent wars, WWII veterans returned home,
reassociated with society and “faded into the background.”

By bringing the planes to different communities, the foundation is able to bring the
context of WWII’s history and experiences to families, he said, noting Wall is an important stop on the tour
since many WWII veterans and their families reside in the area.

One half hour plane flights were available to visitors for a cost ranging from $425 per person in the larger
aircraft, to $3,200 for an hour flight with just the pilot in the TP-51C Mustang.

The money raised from the event helps maintain the planes, which costs about $4,000-$5,000 per operating
hour to maintain in flying condition, he said.

According to Mr. Keough, the B-24 and TP-51C are the only planes of their kind still flying.

During the two-day event, anywhere between 1,000 to 1,300 people per day came out to see the planes, said
Hunter Chaney, the foundation’s director of marketing.

“It was really a wonderful community event,” Mr. Chaney said.

Michael Coscia, of Brick, said “my hat goes off” to those who volunteered for missions time and again during
WWII.

“That to me is patriotism,” he said. “I’m here today to recognize all they’ve done and really live it” because
unless one goes through the procedure of what those pilots went through, one cannot understand.

He had signed up to fly in the B-24.

WWII Navy veteran Bob Mahler, 90, of Brick, also thoroughly enjoyed the event.

Mr. Mahler served from 1942-1945 in the North and South Pacific.

The event “gives people an idea of what a great country we live in” and what type of equipment soldiers used
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during the war, he said.

Based on the amount of people who came out while Mr. Mahler was there, he said, “people have respect for
the country.” Mr. Mahler visited the airport on Saturday with his son-in-law, Dan Herzog, and grandson, Dan
Herzog, II, both of Sea Girt.

Raymond Kierce, of Lincroft, said he enjoyed the event, commenting it is good for people to see what it was
like for the soldiers and pilots of WWII. Mr. Kierce served in the Air Force during WWII.

He was stationed in the Philippines.

Mr. Kierce recalled flying back from New Guinea one day during the war when the B-17 he was in lost an
engine. The plane, which also had a military band aboard, was sinking and needed to lose some weight, so the
guns, ammunition and band instruments were all thrown out.

Since then, Mr. Kierce has wondered what farmers in that area thought when guns, ammunition and band
instruments were dropping from the sky. 

Mr. Keough said he hopes the Wings of Freedom tour will continue to visit the area for many more years.

“As long as people remain enthusiastic we will do it for years to come,” he said.
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